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Abstract
A review of leading indicators of subjective well-being reveals that the affluent
feel better than the middle class and much better than the poor, that the income

gaps on three indicators grew wider over time, that the income gap on one other
probably increased as well, and that affluent and poor alike became significantly

less trusting of their fellow citizens. The evidence indicates that the poor closed
some of the gap on one key indicator – health – but that gain was made early on,

before 1980. Furthermore, income has become more salient for two indicators of
how people see their place in American society. These trends are linked to rising

inequality because the affluent have better outcomes on all these things and the

gap between the affluent and poor has widened on most of them. The affluent
have benefited more from changes since inequality began to rise or become

dissatisfied slower than the poor have over this time period.
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INTRODUCTION

During the last quarter of the twentieth century, the economic fortunes of American
families divided dramatically. The richest families got much richer. By most measures
the poorest also got poorer. The middle class either held its own, gained a little, or lost a
little, depending on which factor is used to adjust for inflation (U.S. Bureau of the
Census 2000). This trend sent economic inequality in the United States, already high by
international standards, to the top among capitalist democracies (Smeeding and
Rainwater 2000).

For Americans who think society should have few distinctions of rank and means,
this is bad news. Egalitarians worry that rising inequality creates divisions that would not
exist in a more equal world. They believe that common fortunes make for common
purpose and that rising inequality will make social relations harder to maintain. Some
egalitarians also point to exploitation and injustice; in doing so they equate at least
some riches with ill-gotten gains. But most egalitarians seem to accept that the rich are,
for the most part, getting richer without breaking the rules. They believe that even fair
play yields unequal outcomes. For egalitarians scandal is not a prerequisite for remedial
action; they are ready to redistribute fair-gotten gains for the common good.1

Other Americans have little or no problem with inequality. For them opportunity
matters – the economy works better if opportunities are open than if the few have
advantages that others lack – but it is fine with them if outcomes spread out. Most
people who have a sanguine view of inequality believe that inequalities foster innovation
and beneficial risk-taking. They see few negatives and often dismiss egalitarians’
criticisms of inequality as envy.

                                               
1 These generalizations about the views of egalitarians and the following paragraph about those

who think inequality is benign or useful are based on research by Hochschild (1986), Kluegel and Smith
(1988), Verba, Schlossman, and Brady (1997), and Wildavsky (1994).
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Positive and negative views of inequality devolve into debates about whether it is
fair to act in the common good and who is to say what is fair. Perhaps debate would
upgrade to being about evidence if there was more research on the egalitarians’ key
claim (that inequality disrupts the common good). Some research addresses economic
consequences, showing, for example, how inequality slows economic growth (Fischer et
al. 1996; Blank 1997).2 But egalitarians have much more in mind. They cannot resist the
thought that the consequences of something as central to social life as the distribution
of income probably redound far beyond economic performance.

Happiness and satisfaction with life are, in many ways, the ultimate bottom line, a
test of the good society. If rising inequality raised the morale of the affluent and lowered
the morale of the poor, then the egalitarians’ critique would have more bite. If the class
gap in happiness was no larger in the 1990s than it used to be in the 1970s, then
conservatives could continue asking “so what?” when faced with data on wider
economic gaps. But of course morale is hard to measure and so far down the causal
chain from initial cause to ultimate effect – from inequality to peoples’ feelings – that the
chances of finding convincing evidence either way seems remote. Yet, for almost 30
years, a collective social science project – the General Social Survey (GSS) – has been
collecting a group of subjective evaluations that the sociologists who initiated the GSS
saw as robust “social indicators” on a par with the “leading economic indicators” that
inform the nation’s economic policy.

What follows is evidence that the affluent feel better than the middle class and
much better than the poor on six important subjective social indicators, that the income
gaps on three indicators grew wider over time, that the income gap on one other
probably increased as well, and that affluent and poor alike became significantly less
trusting of their fellow citizens. The evidence indicates that the poor closed some of the
gap on one key indicator – whether they describe their health as excellent, good, fair, or
poor – but all of that gain came before inequality started to rise. In other words there is

                                               
2 Even that evidence has been critiqued (Forbes 2000).
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no positive trend in the evidence on these six subjective social indicators since 1980
and most show widening inequality. In particular: (1) the affluent are getting slightly
happier and the poor are getting sadder; (2) the affluent are increasingly satisfied with
their financial and work situations while the poor are increasingly dissatisfied with theirs;
(3) even family life divides along economic lines and the gap between satisfied affluent
Americans and increasingly dissatisfied poor ones has grown; (4) the adult population
feels it is healthier, but we might see that the affluent are getting healthier faster than
the rest of the population if we could separate that effect from its consequence (an ever-
richer senior population that is prey to old-age health problems); (5) social trust is down
for all income categories; and (6) income has become more salient for how people see
their place in American society. These trends are linked to rising inequality because the
affluent have better outcomes on all these things and, as the dollar gap between the
affluent and poor has widened on most of them, the affluent have benefited more or
become dissatisfied more slowly than the poor have over this time period.

In the next section I address how we might discern whether these trends are the
consequences of rising inequality. Then I introduce the data and present the evidence.
An appendix details several key technical issues that had to be resolved in conducting
the research.

TYPES OF INEQUALITY EFFECTS

Inequality is a property of a group or a country. It is absurd to think of assigning one
individual a unique inequality score and another a different one and then observing how
those scores correspond to some other scores of interest, even though that is how most
statistical analysis is done. The study of inequality effects requires a different kind of
approach to data.

The first thought of an experienced data analyst might be that a trend toward a
stronger effect of income on some outcome of interest, such as morale, would be
evidence of an inequality effect. As we will see, that is a sufficient but not a necessary
condition for an inequality effect. It turns out that rising inequality will raise the gap
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between affluent and poor on any variable that income affects, even if the relationship
between income and the variable of interest does not change. To understand the
argument, some simple formalization is required. Suppose income is related to the
variable of interest (v) by this equation:

vi = a + byi + ei [1]

for persons i = 1, …, N, where y is some function of income, ei is an error term that
summarizes the accumulated influence of all sources of variation in vi that are
uncorrelated with income, and a and b are coefficients to be estimated from data. If [1]
is true, then the variance in v is related to the variance in y by the formula:

Variance v = b 2 Variance y + Variance e  . [2]

Growing inequality will raise the variance of income (by definition) and, if b does not
change, then the variance of v will increase in proportion to the square of b.3 To express
the relationship that makes growing inequality the only source of change in the variance
of v in equation [2], I shall refer to this kind of inequality effect as a “primary” or “type 1”
inequality effect.

A second-order (“type 2”) inequality effect occurs when the relationship between
income and v strengthens, that is, when b gets further from zero. In that sense a
second-order inequality effect compounds the increase occasioned by a primary
inequality effect.

Other kinds of inequality effect (“type 3s”) might be imagined. For example, we
might find that the second order effect – the rising effect of income – is coincident with
rising inequality in income. Or we might find that relative deprivation (or some other

                                               
3 Note that because b gets squared in equation 2, this statement is true whether b is positive or

negative. Note, too, that the linear relationship in equation one is just a convenience that simplifies the
move from equation 1 to equation 2. The qualitative conclusion that rising variance in an independent
variable raises the variance of the outcome does not strictly depend on this functional form. For simplicity
we simply assume that whatever the underlying relationship might be, we can find some transformation
that will make it linear.
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subjective perception) leads to a statistical interaction between actual income and one’s
sense of being well-off or poor in determining morale. Evans, Hout, and Mayer (2002)
discuss these issues at length.

WHAT IS HAPPINESS?

Happiness and morale can be anything from a fleeting mood to a more durable
disposition toward life. For my purposes here, the latter is more important. I want to
focus on dispositions that persist through time until something important changes. A
person’s morale can reflect changes in employment status, income, marital status, or
health, but it should be durable enough to withstand changes in the weather, an
unexpected traffic jam, or a missed appointment. Survey researchers usually invite
people to think in durable terms by inserting phrases such as “life in general” or “life
these days” in the morale questions.

One person might be happier than another because their personalities differ or
because their circumstances differ. In linking inequality and morale, the differences due
to circumstances are crucial. The commonplace observation that some people seem to
be “naturally” happier than others is beside the point. Personality traits and biological
differences are, of course, matters of legitimate scientific concern. But income and
income inequality can only affect morale by altering circumstances.4

Money might affect morale because more money means fewer financial worries,
because more money means more sense of control over one’s environment, because
more money facilitates things that promote good mental or physical health, or because
more money allows one to purchase things that increase happiness. The dollar gap
between the affluent and the poor grows and shrinks as inequality widens and
contracts; money differences are just bigger in times of high inequality.5 Growing

                                               
4 Personality and biological differences may creep back into the analysis if happiness affects

income to some extent. The effect need not be as large as the effect of income on happiness, as long as
it is significant, some of the observed relationship between money and morale might reflect the pattern by
which people with sunnier dispositions make more money.

5 This is the type 1 effect described above.
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inequality could also alter any or all of these mechanisms. To experience a shrinking
income while others’ incomes rise rapidly could intensify financial worries. To become
affluent when the average person is treading water economically could intensify the
feelings of efficacy that “normally” accompany affluence. Status competition could
create stress in times of inequality; striving could create less unhappiness when there is
less to strive for. The available data will not allow me to determine which, if any, of
these mechanisms is the source of trends. But articulating the causal model is useful in
its own right because it helps clarify concepts and suggests the kind of data that would
be productive.

DATA AND METHODS

I use the cumulated data from the General Social Survey – an omnibus survey of the
United States conducted since 1972. Almost every year from 1972 to 1993, the GSS
interviewed 1,500 adults living in households; since 1994 the design has called for
3,000 interviews in even-numbered years (and no interviews in odd-numbered years).
Throughout the project, the GSS has maintained a 77 percent response rate. The GSS
has used full probability sampling since 1977; it used block quota sampling in the first
three years and a mixture of block quota and full probability sampling in 1975 and 1976.
The GSS oversampled African Americans in 1982 and 1987; I exclude the cases from
the oversamples to make all years comparable.6

OVERALL TRENDS IN MORALE

Table 1 presents the distribution of each subjective indicator in four time periods. Seven
of the eight indicators vary over time by statistically significant amounts; only family
satisfaction (not observed after 1994) shows no evidence of change.

Table 1 about here

                                               
6 The GSS include weights to use with oversample data, but excluding the oversampled cases is

a simpler solution.
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Happiness declined modestly. A more detailed analysis below will look into the
timing of changes more precisely, but Americans were, on average, less happy in the
late 1990s than they had been in the early 1970s. Adults’ satisfaction with their current
financial and work situations took a hit in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Work
satisfaction continued to slip downward through the early 1990s. Neither shows any
sign of significant improvement in the last period. Family life satisfaction, as noted, was
unchanged from 1973-1994 (and not measured since). Good health is more common;
fair and poor health are  on the wane. Subjective health is the only morale indicator to
show significant improvement. Social trust eroded throughout the period. In the 1970s
30 percent of people gave the trusting answer to all three questions; by 2000 that was
down to 22 percent, falling faster in the 1990s than earlier. Americans correctly
perceived the growing inequality in their country – though they may have understated it.
The fraction saying that their family was “average” declined from 52 to 48 percent while
the tails of this distribution grew (echoing the growing tails of the real income
distribution). Social class shifts are slight but statistically significant.

With the exceptions of happiness, trust, and, perhaps, health, these are modest
changes. Nonetheless, modest change in the national distribution of morale and
subjective judgment about one’s position in society does not preclude the possibility that
the relationship of each to income may have changed. And it is the relationship of each
to income, not the overall distribution of each, that is relevant to inequality.

HAPPINESS

The first and most straightforward indicator of morale is happiness. In 2000, Americans
were not as happy as they were in 1973. Table 1 showed a modest (5 percentage point)
drop-off from the 1970s to the late 1990s. Annual data reveals a bit more of a trend. The
sharpest decline in happiness came from 1973 to 1978. During that short span of time
the percentage “very happy” lost 4 points. The Reagan years were steady. Happiness
slipped again between 1988 and 1994. The percent very happy rebounded from 1996 to
2000, gaining back 3 percentage points and leaving the net loss at 5 percentage points.
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All of the loss in “very happy” was mirrored by gains in “pretty happy;” the more extreme
“not too happy” not only shows no net change but it also shows very little year-to-year
fluctuation.

Figure 1 about here

The affluent were substantially happier than the poor in every year (see Figure
2). The difference between the affluent and the poor in the percentage “very happy” and
“not too happy” was about the same each year (between 19 to 27 percentage points).7

Money buys happiness after all.8

Figure 2 about here

Trends differ by income. The percentage “very happy” among the affluent dipped
slightly (from 47 to 44 percent) between 1973 and 1980 then held steady for 14 years
before rebounding (to 48 percent) between 1994 and 2000. For the poor, happiness fell
farther longer – the percentage “very happy” fell by almost a third (from 27 to 19
percent) from 1973 to 1994 before recovering a couple points (to 21 percent) in 2000.
The percentage “not too happy” – unchanged for the country as a whole – fell for the
affluent and the poor between 1973 and 1990. It continued downward among the
affluent through 2000 but rose dramatically (from 22 to 29 percent) among the poor in
the 1990s.

These trends combined to increase the class gap in happiness from 19 or 20
points in the early 1970s to 27 or 28 points by 2000 – a 40 percent increase. With
happiness falling for the country as a whole during this period, conceivably inequality
could be part of the explanation.

                                               
7 I used the smoothed time series to calculate all the numbers quoted in this and the next

paragraph to remove, as much as possible, the influence of sampling-error fluctuations on the
comparisons.

8 These kinds of cross-sectional income differences in happiness are commonplace in the
literature (e.g., Oberschall 1992). The conundrum is the absence of any long-term trends in happiness,
despite substantial increases in national income (e.g, Easterlin 1974, 1996). Economists’ theories have
emphasized shifting expectations that rise with the possibilities available to them (Kahnemann 1999; Frey
and Stutzer 2002).
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This is the first evidence of the social cost of increasing inequality. We cannot
say from Figure 1 whether the fading economic fortunes of the poor were directly or
indirectly responsible for their falling morale. But the intuition that growing inequality has
opened up other inequalities has passed its first test. The next test comes in the form of
multivariate statistical results.

Statistical results refine and reinforce these conclusions. Not only did the
happiness gap between the poor and the affluent open because income is important to
happiness and income inequality increased (the first-order inequality effect), but also the
coefficient linking income and happiness increased. A statistical term that measures the
rate of increase in the effect of family income on happiness is statistically significant in
both equations of the model. This interaction term specifies linear increases (of different
magnitude) in the coefficients linking income and happiness both for an equation that
differentiates the not-too-happy from more happy people and an equation that
differentiates the very happy from the less happy (even though the income coefficient
differs from one equation to the other). Table 2 shows the coefficients for income and
the interaction term for three versions of both equations.9

Table 2 about here

The regression coefficients and interaction terms in Table 2 imply that the effect
of income on happiness grew by 30 to 38 percent between 1973 and 2000. Linear
models can, of course, be crude summaries of complex phenomena. But Figure 3
shows that in this case the changes are well captured by a simple linear change. What
we see in Figure 3 are the results of two kinds of analysis. The x’s and o’s show the
results from estimating the effect of income on happiness year by year; the lines show
the effects implied by the model in Table 2. Although the points are scattered around
the line, the departures from linearity appear to be random. Thus the simple statement

                                               
9 The first model is a simple one in which family income and time are the only independent

variables. The second model also has income and time as the only independent variables, but it
eliminates from the analysis cases that have missing data on any of the other variables. The third version
estimates the effect of income and its interaction with time controlling for several other key variables.
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that the effect of income on happiness grew by between 30 and 38 percent is a valid
summary of the changes.

Figure 3 about here

The effect of income on happiness is, in this specification, asymmetrical. The
coefficient relating income to the log-odds that a person is “very happy” or “pretty
happy” rather than “not too happy” is bigger than the coefficient relating income to the
log-odds that a person is “very happy” rather than “pretty happy” or “not too happy.”
While this result has consequences for the statistical analysis,10 it has no substantive
consequences to speak of. Recall that the percentage differences between affluent and
poor in Figure 2 were about the same for both “very happy” and “not too happy.” It is
built into the math of logit models that equal percentage point differences imply unequal
log-odds differences (and vice versa) unless the percentages being compared are very
close to each other. And it is the percentage that is closer to 50 percent (in this case the
percentage “very happy”) that ends up with the smaller log-odds differences.11

Another aspect of the math is substantively important. The relationship between
income and happiness is described better by the natural logarithm of income than by
income itself. That means that happiness responds to proportional changes in income
not dollar changes. Increasing income from $12,500 to $25,000 gives just as big a boost
to happiness as increasing income from $25,000 to $50,000 or from $50,000 to
$100,00012 – in log-income terms those are all differences of .69. As income inequality
grew, the incomes of the affluent went up a lot and the incomes of the poor went down
some. The drop-off in the happiness of the poor was not offset by increases in the

                                               
10 The main consequence is the need to use the generalized form of the ordered regression

model instead of the standard form.
11 To illustrate the point not that the difference between 45 percent and 25 percent is the same as

the difference between 25 percent and 5 percent, yet in terms of log-odds the first difference is ln(45/55) –
ln(25/75) = .90 while the second difference is ln(25/75) – ln(5/95) = 1.85. in general the log-odds
differences increase as the percentages involved get farther from 50 percent.

12 These income differences will give the same boost to the log-odds on being happier. Their
effect on the percentage “very happy” will be the same only if we stipulate that everybody starts out
equally happy.
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happiness of the affluent. To some extent that asymmetry reflects the growing influence
of income on happiness. But even if it had not increased the happiness gap between
the affluent and the poor would have risen because their income changes produced
bigger morale changes among the poor.

All of the control variables – gender, racial ancestry, age, region, type of place,
religion, marital status, and family size – affect happiness. Women are happier than
men, African Americans are less happy than others, happiness sags in middle age but
rebounds later, Southerners and suburbanites are happier than people who live in the
Northeast or central cities, married people are happier than singles, and people are
happier living with others. Yet none of these patterns accounts for the relationship
between income and happiness. Even adjusting for all of these effects, the affluent are
happier than the poor. Age and marital status changes account for the change over time
in the effect of income on being “very happy” but not for its increased effect on avoiding
being “not too happy.”

In summary, happiness generally increases with income. That relationship grew
in intensity as income inequality grew between 1973 and 2000. To some extent the
increased effect of income could be attributed to other changes – the relationship
between age and income changed and the income gap between married and other
Americans grew too. But there were more affluent Americans and more Americans with
less than $1,000 income per month in 2000 than had been the case in 1973. Those
affluent Americans were slightly happier; the poor Americans were significantly less
happy than their counterparts had been in 1973.

While happiness is the single most salient measure of morale, it is just one
measure. To avoid the risk of over-interpreting a single result, I now turn to several
other indicators of morale to see if the happiness results are peculiar or general.
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FINANCES

Scholars interested in happiness have rarely considered financial satisfaction in
connection with it. Perhaps financial satisfaction and its link to income are too mundane.
An important exception is Alwin’s focus on how fairness affects satisfaction (Alwin 1987;
Alwin and Carson 1994). In particular, Alwin notes that people react more negatively to
a diminished income if they think that they have been treated unfairly or, and this is the
intriguing part, if they think that society as a whole can be unfair.

Financial satisfaction among the poor was highest in 1972 – the first year we
have data – and never increased afterwards (see Figure 4). Making less than $13,500
engenders far more dissatisfaction than it used to. Among people in the lowest income
catgory, satisfaction decreased from 25 to 13 percent while dissatisfaction rose from 37
to 52 percent.13

Figure 4 about here

 The financial satisfaction of the affluent and the upper middle class (the sixth
income group, not shown) decreased in the 1970s but increased quickly in the early
1980s and stayed pretty much constant from 1984 onwards.14 Indeed a simple summary
statement to the effect that the financial satisfaction of the affluent was unchanged
would not be very misleading.

Thus the gap between affluent and poor in financial satisfaction increased,
especially after about 1978. An ordered-logit regression model confirms this impression.
The coefficient that gauges change in the effect of family income rose by 27 percent
between 1978 and 1989.15 The relationship between income and financial satisfaction
did not change significantly before 1978 or through the 1990s. Figure 5 shows the trend

                                               
13 Based on data in the smoothed series. The remainder said they were “more or less satisfied.”
14 The change from 1980 to 2000 is statistically significant for these two groups (p < .05).
15 The ordered-logit regression model uses a second-order polynomial (income and income-

squared) to financial satisfaction in each year. It specifies that the two coefficients change in tandom, as
in Xie’s (1994) multiplicative layer effects model. It is that “layer effect” for year that we refer to here and
plot in Figure 5.
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in two forms – the multiplicative layer effect for each year and a spline function hinged
at 1978 and 1989 that highlights the significant trend.

Figure 5 about here

How could it be that financial satisfaction became more sensitive to income over
time? Five ideas come to mind. First, maybe people pay for things that they used to get
for free. Government services cover fewer people and provide smaller benefits than
they used to, employers provide fewer benefits than they used to, and the prices of the
things government used to cover more fully (health care, education, mass transit, and
housing) are rising faster than other prices (food, appliances, air travel). Second,
peoples’ perceptions of prices are asymmetrical (Kahneman?); they tend to be more
dissatisfied with rising prices than pleased by falling prices. Third, the rapid growth of
consumer credit facilitates consumption in excess of income but adds to financial
worries (and, by extension, to dissatisfaction; Sullivan et al. 2000). Fourth, people are
less satisfied with economic outcomes when they think that the process is unfair than
when they think that justice prevails in the distribution of economic rewards (Alwin 1987;
Alwin and Carson 1994). Finally, the social composition of the poor and the affluent has
shifted since the 1970s (see appendix Table A1).

The timing of the increasing income effect offers some hints about which of these
ideas are more plausible than others. Government and employer cutbacks in services
and benefits came too late to be a credible explanation for the growing income effect.
The cutbacks mostly occurred in the 1990s, after the income effect stopped increasing.
On the other hand, who pays for government services did change at the right time.
Beginning with the tax cuts of 1981, the U.S. income tax structure has become less
progressive (Urban-Brookings Tax Facts 2002). Meanwhile, social security and sales
taxes have risen, adding two regressive elements to the mix. The asymmetry of good
and bad economic news also fits with the timing. Inflation was far more troubling 1978-
1989 than since. Consumer credit goes way back in time, but the spread of credit cards
and other consumer debt packages were innovations in the mid 1970s and fully
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institutionalized by 1990 (Sullivan et al. 1990). The timing of this change works too. As
to the distributive justice explanation the facts themselves are contested. The fairness of
the run-up in inequality is hotly debated. If low-income Americans are more inclined to
think that the economy is unfair, then presumably they would also be far more resentful
of their poverty than their counterparts were in the 1970s. Finally, in the early 1970s the
poor were disproportionately retired seniors; by the 1990s single mothers had replaced
them. Coming to poverty through retirement (possibly with some savings to use) is a
very different route than family breakup. Part of the growing income effect could reflect
these changes. The timing is right.

The control variables address the demographic hypothesis. If changing social
composition of the poor and the affluent explains the trend in the relationship between
income and financial satisfaction, then controlling for age, gender, marital status, and
family size ought to leave statistically insignificant changes in the income effects. The
results are quite the opposite. After controlling for the standard demographic variables,
income has both a larger main effect and displays a larger net change (off that larger
base) from 1978 to 1989 – 34 percent instead of the 27 percent increase observed in
the gross effect.

Thus the explanation for the growing connection between income and financial
satisfaction must lie in the psychology of reactions to economic developments, changing
prices and social policy, or the politics of distributive justice.

WORK SATISFACTION

Most Americans take great pride in the work they do – even if they are not paid for it.
The question for this analysis is whether they are more likely to be satisfied with the
work they do if their incomes are adequate than if they have financial troubles. Figure 6
shows the trends in work satisfaction and dissatisfaction by year and income category.
The affluent are between 20 and 24 percentage points more likely than the poor to be
very satisfied. The gap may have widened in recent years but not by much. The poor
are far more likely to be dissatisfied (I combined “a bit dissatisfied” and “very
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dissatisfied” here because both answers are relatively rare. From 20 to 25 percent of
the poor are dissatisfied compared with 8 to 12 percent of the affluent. The gap is wider
in 2000 than before that, but not by very much. The median income group is generally
closer to the higher than to the lower income category.

Figure 6 about here

Multivariate analysis of the trends in Figure 6 shows that the effects of income on
being very satisfied and on being dissatisfied are both significant (they also differ
significantly from one another).16 However, there is no evidence that the income effect
changed over time. I used a variety of parsimonious and very flexible models to
investigate change over time in the income effect and never rejected the null hypothesis
of no change. Thus work satisfaction is the first instance of a primary inequality effect.

FAMILY SATISFACTION

People of all economic levels garner satisfaction from family life. But even in this aspect
of morale, income has an effect. At the top of the range of choices – expressing “a great
deal of satisfaction” from family life – about half of the affluent felt this much satisfaction
in each year (perhaps a few percent more in the 1990s than earlier) while the fraction of
the poor who derived a great deal of satisfaction from their family life dropped from one-
third to one-fourth (see Figure 7). Thus the class gap in family satisfaction grew during
the era of inequality, but nearly all the growth has come in the 1990s.

Figure 7 about here

A logistic regression model of the changing relationship between income and
family satisfaction indicates that the increase since 1984 is statistically significant. By
2000 the gross effect of income on family satisfaction had increased by 57 percent over
its value in the early 1980s. Demographic factors account for almost half of the gross

                                               
16 The preferred model for this outcome closely resembles that for happiness, viz., different

effects for different cutpoints in the distribution (the generalized ordered logit model) and a truncated log
income measure.
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income difference, but none of the trend toward a rising class effect. Thus the net effect
increased 85 percent between 1984 and 2000 – from .18 to .33.

HEALTH

Health is more of a material condition than a morale item. But it is so central to peoples’
happiness that I have decided to include it here. Americans perceived themselves to be
slightly healthier over time – the percent saying their health was “poor” or “fair” declined
from 26 percent to 20 percent while the percentage saying “good” increased from 42 to
48 percent (the percentage saying “excellent” did not change significantly).17 This
modest improvement accords well with the 10 percent increase in life expectancy at
birth i(from 70 years to 77 years) between 1970 and 2000 (NCHS 2002). Some health
indicators showed dramatic improvement over 30 years, most notably, deaths from
heart disease fell from 493 to 258 per 100,000 population, the incidence of hypertension
decreased to 29 (from 40) percent of adults, and smoking dropped from 44 to 28
percent of adults. On the other hand, cancer deaths rose from 1970 to 1990 then fell in
the 1990s so that the cancer death rate was 200 per 100,000 population in both 1970
and 2000, and obesity doubled from 15 to 31 percent of adults.

Many researchers have found a link between income and health (Collins and
Williams 1997). Figure 8 shows the relationship between income and subjective health
over time in the GSS. Every year shows that affluent people have better health than
poor or median-income persons. Most of the change over time involves poor peoples’
health. They became increasingly likely to feel excellent health from 1972 through 1985;
that trend reversed and by 2000 the percent of the poor with excellent health was back
down to its early 1970s level. The middle of the income distribution steadily lost
excellence while the affluent inched upwards. Overall the income gap in excellent health
decreased and then increased, showing no net change over the long run. The more dire
circumstance of having poor or even fair health showed more improvement as the share
of the poor whose health is poor or fair fell 15 percentage points from 62 to 47 percent

                                               
17 These are my calculations from the GSS; they refer to persons 25-74 years old.
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between 1972 and 1980. The median-income and affluent showed less ill health from
1985 to 2000. The income-gap in ill health fell in the 1970s and changed little since
1982.

Figure 8 about here

The profound relationship between age and health, when coupled with the
moderately strong relationship between age and income, confounds the relationship
between income and health. In all age groups, the income-health link is strong. But it is
weaker early in life when even most poor people are healthy and late in life when even
the rich feel ill. Income most strongly affects health between the ages of 40 and 65
years. Figure 9 shows how profoundly our estimate of the effect of income on health
shifts with age.18 The left panel shows the coefficients relating income to the log-odds
on excellent health for each age group (controlling for other socio-demographic
variables). The effect triples from .25 for 18-24 year-olds to .75 for 40-45, 45-49, and
50-54 year-olds. The right panel shows an even steeper pattern of interaction involving
poor or fair health.

Figure 9 about here

Health is the one indicator that has shown a decreasing relationship with income.
The change occurred before the 1980s, though. Rising inequality has not decreased
socioeconomic differences in health. Indeed it may have arrested progress that was
underway. The ill health of the poor reduced sharply in the 1970s, and it has shown no
improvement since 1980. Meanwhile other class differences in health are as strong in
2000 as they were in 1972.

                                               
18 Exploratory analysis showed that the functional form that fits best here is the same one that

linked income and happiness – a generalized ordered logit regression with income measured as log-
income truncated at $6,500 per year (i.e., all incomes below $6,500 were recoded to $6,500).
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TRUST

A key component of the social capital concerns of recent years is the erosion of social
trust – the propensity of Americans to see others as fair, helpful, or trustworthy (e.g.,
Putnam 2000). Figure 10 shows how social trust eroded for all income groups. In every
year the poor are far less trusting than the affluent. But all three income categories lost
trust apace, so it remains economically divided to a constant degree. Thus, by the rules
set out in our investigation, there is no inequality effect here. Yet while there is no
differential change that implicates inequality directly, the fact that trust eroded in the era
of burgeoning inequality raises the possibility of a blanket of mistrust spread by
inequality. As the economic inequalities create a growing sense of intrinsic differences
that underlie the superficial differences of fortune, perhaps trust becomes harder to
maintain. For the poor, routine experience teaches that most people are just looking out
for themselves, that they might try to take advantage of you, and that you cannot be too
careful in this life (Anderson 1997). The affluent get more positive messages in their
daily dealings. Yet both groups, and the middle class as well, become more and more
likely to embrace these negative views of social life. Thus this most social of the six
indicators is, despite the lack of direct evidence of an inequality effect, the most
troubling outcome of this research.

Figure 10 about here

FINDING A PLACE IN SOCIETY

The final topic is the relationship between income and social placement. The
generalization that Americans’ sense of their place in society was only weakly informed
by the their objective characteristics was well-established by the early 1970s (e.g.,
Hodge and Treiman 1968). Occasional updates have not found much more connection
between objective and subjective placement (Jackman and Jackman 1983; Vannemann
and Cannon 1987).
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The GSS contains several measures of peoples’ subjective sense of their place
in society. The two with the longest time series are economic self-placement and social
class identification (question wordings are in the appendix). Income affected them 30 to
40 percent more in the 1990s than it had in the early 1970s.

It can hardly be a surprise that peoples’ sense that their family are “far below
average,” “below average,” “average,” “above average,” or “far above average” bears a
strong relationship to her actual family income. Most relevant for present purposes is
the way this subjective measure actually tracks the growing income inequality over this
period. The percentage of Americans saying that their family was economically
“average” fell from 57 to 47 percent while the percentages choosing each of the other
answers rose proportionally. The percentage “above average” languished for most of
the time but increased by five points in the late 1990s as incomes rose.

These changes could have come about because of rising inequality in actual
incomes – what I have been calling a type 1 effect. But, in fact, there were changes
within economic categories as well. Figure 11 shows that poor and middle-income
Americans became increasingly likely to see themselves as “below average” or “far
below average” – from 62 to 70 percent of the poor and 11 to 21 percent of the median
category. It remained trivially small for people in affluent families. The propensity to see
the family as “average” fell by about 12 percentage points for all income categories19

(not shown); thus the class differential in middle placement did not change. The
increase in class differences in below average placement is mirrored in placement
above the average. Here the propensity of the affluent to (correctly) see themselves as
“above” or “far above” average rose from 61 to 70 percent, and the middle-income
category did not change. Nor did any of the four intermediary income categories (not
shown). Somewhat surprisingly, there was a significant increase in the (very small)
tendency of people with incomes in the poor range (below $13,500) to see themselves
as “above” or “far above” average – up from 2 percent to 8 percent.

                                               
19 That is two points higher than the overall 10-point change because some of the other

categories changed less.
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Generalized ordered regression models show that the effect of income20

increased over time by about 30 percent.21

Answers to the subjective social class question display similar patterns within
income categories. The percentage of Americans identifying with the middle class rose
slightly and the percentage working class slipped 2 percentage points from the 1970s to
2000. Changes within income categories were larger. Among affluent Americans middle
or upper class identification increased from 77 to 84 percent; among the poor it
decreased from 36 to 33 percent between 1973 and 1989 then rebounded to 35 percent
by 2000. As a consequence the effect of income increased 40 percent between 1973
and 1989, plateaued, then fell back between 1994 and 2000.22

Thus, Americans’ sense of their place in the economic and class order became
more sensitive to their incomes over the period of increasing inequality. This
complements the earlier findings that income affected morale more in the 1990s than it
had previously.

CONCLUSION

As the national income grew to unprecedented heights through the 1990s, the average
family barely kept pace with inflation (U.S. Census Bureau 2000). While growing GDP
per capita and stagnating median income is perfectly consistent with the mathematics of
inequality, it nonetheless puzzled editorial writers, business leaders, and everyday
Americans (e.g., Elwood et al. 2000). The news magazines heralded the best of times

                                               
20 In this case the preferred functional form was a second-order polynomial. The coefficient for

income was positive and that for income-squared was negative for the first three contrasts. For the last
step (up to “far above average”) the coefficient for income was insignificant and the coefficient for income-
squared was positive – indicating that the odds on saying “far above average” were very low until income
was very high (an appropriate relationship given the nature of the question).

21 I used a multiplicative layer-effect model to capture change over time. The peak year was
actually 1996 (the year of greatest inequality; U.S. Bureau of Census 2000).

22 I used a generalized ordered logit model for class as well. Income was fit using a second-order
polynomial, and change was measured using a multiplicative layer effect. The first two equations had
positive income coefficients and negative coefficients for income-squared; the third equation (for upper
class versus all other answers) had an insignificant income coefficient and a positive income-squared
coefficient, just like the equation for “far above average” in the analysis of economic self-placement.
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and announced that the good old days were here and now, the government ended
welfare, and some social researchers concluded that the United States was “one nation
after all” (Wolfe 1999). Yet others puzzled over inequalities.

Here I have shown that a number of variables – some proximate to families’
economic concerns and some distant from them – became more sensitive to money as
income inequality ratcheted ever upward. From satisfaction with family finances (a
rather proximate consequence of economic change) to overall satisfaction with family
life (perhaps a more distant link-in-the-chain of relationships) to plain and simple
happiness (several links down the chain), Americans’ incomes affected their morale
more in 2000 than it had in the early 1970s. Income also pushed its way closer to
peoples’ sense of their place in society over this time.

These trends may reflect a simple reality. A number of institutions that once
buffered Americans’ life chances from differences in their incomes were weakened or
eliminated in the 1980s and 1990s. First of all, the Reagan tax cut of 1982 and various
“Social Security reforms” made federal taxes less progressive. Property tax revolts
reduced those progressive taxes while higher regressive sales taxes financed popular
programs like K-12 education and prisons. The net result was that the after-tax income
distribution more closely resembled the pre-tax income distribution. In part the results I
have reported here might be interpreted as evidence that standard of living has always
mattered for morale but that income is now a better measure of standard of living than it
used to be. This is no mere statistical curiosity. If my interpretation is correct then the
society is, in a sense, less social. America may well have become more individualistic.
Some would say that accords well with national character and ideology. Certainly most
of the changes I am pointing to are the result of legislation not impersonal “market
forces” or the like. But democratically rooted or accidentally arrived at, the changes
have fostered a troubling erosion of trust in fellow citizens (Figure 10) that is as deep
among the affluent beneficiaries of the changes as among the poor who have paid the
highest psychic price over time.
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I have not demonstrated that institutional change is behind the growing
connection between income and morale. The only facts in evidence so far concern that
association per se. Future work will have to address the “weaker institutions”
hypothesis. Alternative explanations should be weighed, too. The growing association
between income and morale is also consistent with the argument that people respond to
their relative position in society rather than their absolute level of living – what we
(Evans, Hout, and Meyer 2003) called a “third-order” inequality effect. That presumes
that others’ incomes affect how some Americans perceive their own incomes and that
change of view causes them to act or respond differently. Thus the future agenda for
this line of work is to tie variation in the effects observed here (and underlying these
data at the state and metro levels) to objective measures of others’ incomes.
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Methodological Appendix

Measurement

Income. The GSS collects income data by asking people “In which of these
groups did your total family income, from all sources, fall last year? Before taxes, that is.
Just tell me the letter” [from a list of income brackets printed on a card that the
interviewer hands to the respondent]. The income brackets are updated from time to
time; new brackets were introduced in 1973, 1978, 1982, 1986, 1991, and 1998. Using
cards with pre-printed income brackets results in missing data for fewer households
than other organizations get from more direct questions, but it results in less precise
information from those who do answer. I transformed the categorical data to make it
more comparable across years by assigning each closed income interval the midpoint
of the interval, assigning the open-ended top code the stated amount plus 10 percent,
and multiplying these quantities by the consumer price index for urban residents
research series (CPI-U-RS). Figures A1a and A1b show the current dollar (A1a) and
constant dollar (A1b) data. Vertical lines in the figures mark the years when the
categories shown to respondents changed.

Figures A1a and A1b about here

The top-coding tends to compact the range and variance of incomes in every
year but more in the last years a set of categories is in use than after a new set replaces
it. Years of rampant inflation exacerbate the truncation problem because it quickly lifts
more people into the top category. The ravages of inflation are clearly visible in Figure
1b in the way the constant dollar value of the initial top code dropped by one-third
between 1972 and 1976 and the constant dollar value of the revised top code was cut in
half over the nine years of its use (1977-1985). The absolute number of income
categories is also an aspect of the measurement that might influence how well the GSS
detects change in either the level of inequality or inequality effects. The 1972 GSS
offered respondents 12 income categories, the 1973-1976 GSSs also offered just 12
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income categories (although they differed from the 1972 categories), the 1977 revision
added four more, the 1982 revision split the $25,000-$49,999 category into two, the
1986 revision added three more categories, the 1991 revision added another, and the
1998 revision added two more for a total of 23 income categories in the most recent
GSS.

Inequality increased so much from the late 1970s to the mid-1990s that, despite
these measurement shortcomings and a relatively small annual sample, the GSS
tracked the trend very well. Figure A2 charts the standard deviation of constant-dollar
family income over time; it also shows a linear trend line for 1978-2000 to smooth over
the sampling fluctuations. The variations around the trend line are not purely random;
the unsmoothed estimates tended to dip below the trend line in the last years that a set
of categories was in use and increase when the new categories were introduced. Yet it
is very clear that the amount of income inequality recorded by recent GSSs is far
greater than the amount recorded in the early 1970s.

Figure A2 about here

For some analyses I used relative income categories derived by dividing each
year’s sample into seven equal-sized income categories, i.e., the 0-14th percentile, the
15-28th percentile, etc., up to the 86-100th percentile.23 I also created seven fixed
categories that contain nearly equal numbers of cases: Less than $13,500, $13,500-
$24,999, $25,000-$34,999, $35,000-$44,999, $45,000-$54,999, $55,000-79,999, and
$80,000 or more. In the descriptive graphs below I show data for the lowest, middle,
and highest of these categories (labeled “poor,” “median,” and “affluent”), but I, of
course, looked at the data for all seven categories.

The social composition of the seven income categories changed significantly
between 1972 and 2000. Table A1 displays the composition of the bottom, middle, and
top categories by gender, racial ancestry (excluding “others”), work status, family type,
                                               

23 In constructing these relative income rankings I restricted attention to 25-74 year olds and
excluded the over-sampled cases.
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and region. All five are significantly related to income. Conceivably, then, some of the
observed changes could be ascribed to demographic shifts over time. Multivariate
models address this concern.

The economic well-being of most Americans depends on their family’s income.24

That seems less true of young adults and very senior adults; early and late in
independent life, young-adult children and very senior parents benefit from inter-
generational transfers that mitigate this relationship. Older people also may live off
assets and previous savings in ways that make last year’s income less relevant to their
morale. These special circumstances deserve more direct attention than I can give them
in this broad approach to the relationship between income and morale, so I restrict
attention to adults in the ages least likely to receive these kinds of transfers, i.e., those
between the ages of 25 and 74 years.

To a demographer like me, income per capita within the family has intuitive
appeal as a way of specifying the relationship between income and morale. If income is
shared among family members, then having to share a given amount of money among
more people ought to reduce the utility of that income for any one individual in the
family. If log-income per capita is the causal factor in the relationship between money
and morale, then log-family-income and log-family-size should have coefficients that are
equal in absolute value but opposite in sign in regressions of morale on income and
family size. The GSS data contradict my intuition. Regressions using a variety of
functional forms consistently show that morale is higher among people in larger families
(at the same income level); family income and family size have the same sign.25

Therefore I simply include family size as another exogenous factor in the multivariate
analyses and do not make it part of the income measure itself.

                                               
24 Most people who do not live in families depend on their own income in a similar way.
25 The coefficients for log-family-size turn negative after controls for age and marital status are

introduced. But even in complex models, the coefficients for log-family-size are substantially smaller (in
absolute value) than the coefficients for log-family-income. From this I conclude that income per capita is
the wrong specification, even in complex models.
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Morale indicators. The GSS includes several important indicators of adults’
morale. The simplest and most straightforward measure is the question about general
happiness. From its beginning, the GSS has asked people “Taken all together, how
would you say things are these days – would you say that you are very happy, pretty
happy, or not too happy?” This simple question and its three answers seem almost silly,
but an analysis of almost 900 items indicates that this measure is the best single
indicator of morale (Schuessler 1988). One caveat pertains, though: married peoples’
answers to the happiness question depend on whether or not they first hear a similar
question about their marriage (Smith 1990). To keep this artifact from affecting the
analysis, I excluded all cases that Smith (1990) recommends excluding: all cases from
1972 and 1985, those that received form 3 in 1980, form 2 in 1986, and either form 2 or
form 3 in 1987.

Financial satisfaction is measured on a three-point scale: “So far as you and your
family are concerned, would you say that you are pretty well satisfied with your financial
situation, more or less satisfied, or not satisfied at all?” Work satisfaction, asked of
everyone except students and retired people,26 has four answer categories: “How
satisfied are you with the work you do? Would you say you are very satisfied,
moderately satisfied, a little dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?” The fourth morale
indicator is about family life: “For each area of life I am going to name, tell me the
number [from a card] that shows how much satisfaction you get from that area. C: Your
family life. 1) A very great deal, 2) a great deal, 3) quite a bit, 4) a fair amount, 5) some,
6) a little, 7) none.” This indicator is not observed after 1994. The fifth indicator is
general health. The GSS asks “How is your health these days? Excellent, good, fair, or
poor?”

                                               
26 In the early years of the GSS asking housewives and the unemployed about “work you do”

caused some problems. The questionnaire instructed interviewers to skip anyone not working or looking
for work in 1972. The revised 1973 questionnaire did not have this instruction but “no answers” were very
high for housewives that year. The unemployed were skipped in 1975 and 1976. Fortunately, there
appear to be no problems with the 1974 data. Smith (1990) recommends dropping people keeping house
and the unemployed from all years to get a consistent time series. Instead I drop 1972, 1973, 1975, and
1976 from this analysis.
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Social trust (sometimes considered in the negative as “misanthropy”) is both a
major contributor to morale (Schuessler 1988) and central to recent debates about
social capital (Putnam 2000). I combined three social trust items into a single seven-
point scale (that ranges from -3 to 3). The items are: “Would you say that most of the
time people try to be helpful or that they are mostly just looking out for themselves?”,
“Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the chance or
would they try to be fair?”, and “Generally speaking, would you say that most people
can be trusted or that you can’t be too careful in life?” The trusting answer to each was
scored 1, the mistrustful answer was scored -1, and “depends” (which was volunteered
as an answer to at least one question by about 2,000 respondents) was scored 0.

In addition to the analysis of morale I look at where people think they fit in
society. As inequality increases it is reasonable to expect that income will become a
more salient factor in people’s assessments of where they fit in. Tying any changes that
occurred directly to inequality is complicated by the fact that important changes in public
policy have made income more directly relevant to well being for most Americans.
Income tax cuts lowered taxes for the affluent while sales and payroll tax increases
raised them for middle and lower income Americans. The federal government and the
states have been scaled back many social programs that used to ease the burden of
having a low income. These policy changes are piled on top of the inequality changes.
So if I find that peoples’ answers to questions about their social position are more
sensitive to income in 2000 than they were 20 years ago, I will not know whether to
ascribe the change to inequality or policy shifts.

The GSS contains two indicators of this aspect of social life: “Compared to
American families in general, would you say your family income is far below average,
below average, average, above average, or far above average?” and “If you were asked
to use one of four names for your social class, which would you say you belong in: the
lower class, the working class, the middle class, or the upper class?” I include these two
facets of self-placement along with the six morale indicators in this analysis for a total of
eight dependent variables.
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Graphs. I present the main results regarding the gross income differences in
morale in a series of graphical displays. Each chart shows the trend in morale for the
“poor” (i.e., those with a family income below $13,500), the median income group
($35,000-$44,999), and the “affluent” ($80,000 or more) in each year for which the GSS
collected data on a given aspect of morale. I smoothed the observed percentages by
locally estimated (loess) regression (Cleveland 1994).

Statistical models and tests. To establish a primary inequality effect it is only
necessary to show that income affects morale and subjective social location. Second-
and third-order inequality effects imply that the effect of income has grown over time. So
I use regression models with income and time as independent variables. I examine both
the “gross” relationship between income and morale using models that include just
income and time and the “net” relationship using models that also include key
exogenous variables: gender, racial ancestry, age, marital status, family size, religion,
region of residence, and the type of place a person lives in (central city of a major
metropolitan area, suburb, or rural area).

The morale and social location indicators are qualitative outcome measures with
ordered categories so I begin the analysis with an ordered logit regression model. The
ordered logit model assumes that respondents have a true, continuous subjective state
that informs their answers to the GSS questions and that income, time, and any other
exogenous variables affect the true scores. In its simplest, most parsimonious form this
model implies that the odds on giving one answer or one higher up the scale fall as we
move up the scale, but that the odds-ratio relating those odds to income (or any other
independent variable) does not. For example, for happiness we have three answers
(very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy) so we can imagine two logistic regressions,
one for the odds on being pretty happy or very happy relative to being not too happy
and one for the odds on being very happy relative to being either pretty happy or not too
happy. The ordered logit model implies:
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† 

h1i =
Pr(Happy i ≥  "Pretty Happy")
Pr(Happyi =  "Not too happy")

= g1 + by i

h2i =
Pr(Happy i =  "Very Happy")
Pr(Happy i £  "Pretty Happy")

= g2 + by i

. [3]

Note that the intercepts differ for the two outcomes, but the slopes are the same. This is
the defining feature of the ordered logit model. I also use the generalized ordered
logistic regression model. It allows the slope to differ across outcomes:

† 

h1i =
Pr(Happy i ≥  "Pretty Happy")
Pr(Happyi =  "Not too happy")

= g1 + b1y i

h2i =
Pr(Happy i =  "Very Happy")
Pr(Happy i £  "Pretty Happy")

= g2 + b 2y i

. [4]

The leading alternative to the generalized ordered logit model is the multinomial logistic
regression model. The key assumption of the multinomial model is the so-called
“independence of irrelevant alternatives” assumption (see Long 1997). It is almost never
true for ordered categories. In this case it requires us to assume that the odds of saying
“Pretty happy” relative to saying “Not too happy” is the same whether “Very happy” is
offered as a response category or not. This assumption seems so implausible on its
face that I use the generalized ordered logit model without even comparing it with the
multinomial model.

 Both the ordered logit model and the generalized ordered logit model can
accommodate multiple independent variables so adding time (in the form of dummy
variables for each year of the GSS) and the exogenous variables in the “net effects”
model is straightforward.

I tested the significance of changes over time in the income effects in three ways:
(1) unconstrained (using dummy variables for the years), (2) linear time constraint
(making the income coefficient proportional to the time elapsed since 1972), and (3)
polynomials and spline functions in time (making the income gap proportional to a
nonlinear transformation of the time elapsed since 1972).
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Functional form for income. The other part of specifying the relationship between
morale and income is getting the right transformation of income. The leading candidates
are the constant dollar value of family income and log-family-income.27 In an exploratory
analysis, I compared these two renderings of family income with the results of an
analysis that used dummy variables for each income category. Neither the linear nor the
log-linear forms reproduced the pattern revealed by the dummy variables. The log-linear
form was better than the linear form, but the log-linear model predicted substantially
less happiness for people whose annual incomes fell below $6,000 than those people
actually reported. For example, when I fit the model to the 2000 GSS data, the expected
percentage “Not too happy” at the extreme income of less than $1,000 in 1999 turned
out to be 68 percent (compared to only 33 percent observed to be “Not too happy”). An
income of less than $6,000 is, of course, a relatively low income reported by less than
five percent of 25-74 year-olds. So I recoded all family incomes less than $6,000 to
$6,500 (the value used for the $6,000-to-$6,999 interval) and used this truncated
measure for all analyses.

Figure 3 illustrates this decision process. It shows the percentages “Very happy”
and “Not too happy” observed in the 2000 GSS along with the results of generalized
ordered logit regressions that use the full and truncated log-income variables.28

Because the observed percentages at incomes less than $6,000 are based on small
numbers of cases, sampling error bounces them around quite a bit. The observed
percentage “Very happy” never gets as low as the 7 percent predicted by the log-linear
income model, nor does the observed percentage “Not too happy” get over 40 percent,
even though the log-linear income model expects it to be that high or higher among
Americans with less than $3,000 income. The truncated log-income measure is not a
perfect solution but it is the best parsimonious alternative.

Figure 3 about here
                                               

27 More precisely it is the constant dollar value of the midpoint of the income category and the
natural logarithm of that value.

28 A Brant (1990) test rejected the null hypothesis of parallel regressions, i.e., Ho: b 1 = b 2 in
equation 2.
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Figure 1. Happiness and Unhappiness by Year
Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression;
bandwidth = .8.
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A. Very Happy

Figure 2. Happiness and Unhappiness by Year and Income Category
Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8.

B. Not Too Happy
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Figure 3. Estimates of the Effect of Income on
Happiness from Generalized Ordered Logit Regression
Models by Year, Model, and Equation
Notes: The black and white circles show the unconstrained
estimates by year; the lines show the estimates implied by a
model that fits a linear interaction term to the relationship among
happiness, income, and time. Persons with less than $6,500 in
annual family income were coded as $6,500; all incomes were
logged.
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Not at All SatisfiedPretty Well Satisfied

Figure 4. Financial Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction by Year and Income Category
Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8.
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Figure 5. Estimates of the Effect of Income on Financial
Satisfaction from Ordered Logit Regression Models by
Year and Model
Notes: The circles show the unconstrained estimates by year; the
line shows the estimates implied by a model that fits a linear
interaction term to the relationship among satisfaction, income,
and time (for years between 1978 and 1990). Persons with less
than $6,500 in annual family income were coded as $6,500; all
incomes were logged.
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Figure 6. Work Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction by Year and Income Category

Very Satisfied Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied

Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8.
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A Very Great Deal

Figure 7. Satisfaction with Family Life by Year and
Income Category
Notes: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression;
bandwidth = .8. The family life satisfaction question has not been
asked since 1994.
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Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8.

Excellent Poor or Fair

Figure 8. Excellent Health and Ill Health by Year and Income Category
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Excellent Poor or Fair

Figure 9. Net Effect of Income on Excellent Health and Ill Health by Age
Notes: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8. Control variables are gender, racial ancestry,
marital status, family size, region, type of place, and religion.
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Figure 10. Trust by Year and Income Category
Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression;
bandwidth = .8.
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Figure 11. Economic Self-placement by Year and Income Category

Below or Far Below Average Above or Far Above Average

Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression; bandwidth = .8.
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Middle or Upper Class

Note: Series smoothed with locally estimated (loess) regression;
bandwidth = .8.

Figure 12. Social Class Placement by Year and Income
Category
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Figure 1a. Income Categories by Year
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Figure 1b. Income Categories Corrected for Inflation by Year
Notes: Density of dots indicates the number of observations. Vertical lines indicate changes in coding
scheme.



Figure A2. Family Income Inequality by Year
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A. Very Happy B. Not Too Happy

Figure A3. Observed and Expected Happiness and Unhappiness by Income and Model: Persons 25-74 Years
Old, 2000
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Table 1
Subjective Indicators by Time Period: Persons 25-74 Years Old

Variable 1972-1978 1980-1986 1987-1993 1994-2000 Total

General Happiness
Very Happy 36% 34% 33% 31% 33%
Pretty Happy 52% 54% 57% 57% 55%
Not Too Happy 12% 12% 10% 11% 11%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (7,271) (5,075) (6,485) (9,535) (28,366)

Financial Satisfaction
Pretty well satisfied 32% 28% 28% 28% 29%
More or less satisfied 45% 44% 45% 45% 45%
Not at all satisfied 24% 28% 27% 27% 26%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (8,583) (7,333) (7,303) (9,592) (32,811)

Work Satisfaction
Very satisfied 52% 49% 46% 47% 49%
Moderately satisfied 36% 36% 39% 40% 38%
A little dissatisfied 8% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Very dissatisfied 4% 5% 4% 4% 4%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (6,912) (6,287) (6,066) (8,076) (27,341)

Family Life Satisfaction
Very great deal 43% 44% 43% 41% 43%
Great deal 34% 33% 33% 35% 34%
Quite a bit 10% 11% 10% 9% 10%
Fair amount 7% 7% 7% 7% 7%
Some, a little, or none 6% 6% 7% 7% 6%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (7,254) (6,058) (5,294) (428) (19,034)

Subjective Health
Excellent 31% 32% 33% 31% 32%
Good 41% 44% 45% 49% 45%
Fair 21% 18% 17% 16% 18%
Poor 7% 6% 5% 4% 5%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (7,382) (4,792) (5,221) (7,975) (25,370)

Time Period

A. Morale



Table 1 (continued)

Variable 1972-1978 1980-1986 1987-1993 1994-2000 Total
Social Trust
Trusting on all 3 30% 29% 27% 22% 27%
Mixed 47% 49% 49% 49% 48%
Not trusting on any 23% 22% 24% 28% 25%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (6,041) (4,158) (5,216) (6,324) (21,739)

Subjective Income
Far above average 1% 2% 2% 3% 2%
Above average 18% 18% 21% 21% 20%
Average 54% 50% 49% 48% 50%
Below average 22% 24% 23% 23% 23%
Far below average 4% 5% 5% 6% 5%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (8,549) (7,305) (7,271) (9,518) (32,643)

Subjective Social Class
Upper class 3% 3% 3% 4% 3%
Middle class 45% 45% 46% 45% 45%
Working class 48% 46% 45% 46% 47%
Lower class 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

(N) (7,955) (6,669) (7,283) (9,572) (31,479)

Note: All measures changed significantly over time (according to a chi-squared test for the independence
between morale indicator or social placement measure and year; p < .05) except family life satisfaction.

Time Period

B. Subjective Social Placement

Source: General Social Surveys, 1972-2000 (oversamples excluded).



Table 2

Equation / Term

Gross Effect: 
All available 

cases 
(N=26,031)

Gross Effect: 
Cases with no 
missing data 
(N=25,831)

Net Effect: 
Cases with no 
missing data 
(N=25,831)

Pretty or Very Happy v. Not Too Happy
ln(Family Income) .6500        .6542        .5206        

(.0472)       (.0474)       (.0514)       

ln(Family Income) x (Year-1973) .0076        .0072        .0065        
(.0028)       (.0029)       (.0029)       

Very Happy v. Pretty or Not Too Happy
ln(Family Income) .3810        .3849        .3683        

(.0343)       (.0344)       (.0376)       

ln(Family Income) x (Year-1973) .0059        .0055        .0000        
(.0021)       (.0021)       (.0022)       

Note: Both gross and net effects models contain dummy variables for the survey years. The
independent variables in the net effects model are: age, gender, racial ancestry, marital status, region,
type of place, religion, and family size. All incomes less than $6,500 were recoded to $6,500.

Estimates of the Effects of Income on Happiness by Equation and Model



Table A1

1972-1978 1980-1986 1987-1993 1994-2000 Total

Women
< $13,500 66%    69%    69%    67%    68%    
Median 51%    51%    50%    50%    50%    
$80k + 48%    46%    50%    48%    48%    

White
< $13,500 72%    69%    64%    63%    67%    
Median 90%    88%    85%    82%    86%    
$80k + 95%    93%    90%    88%    91%    

Latino
< $13,500 4%    7%    7%    6%    6%    
Median 2%    3%    4%    5%    4%    
$80k + 1%    2%    2%    3%    2%    

Black
< $13,500 24%    23%    25%    28%    25%    
Median 8%    7%    9%    9%    8%    
$80k + 3%    3%    6%    6%    5%    

With a job
< $13,500 28%    34%    35%    44%    35%    
Median 66%    72%    76%    79%    73%    
$80k + 73%    81%    84%    82%    80%    

Unemployed
< $13,500 6%    8%    6%    5%    6%    
Median 3%    4%    2%    2%    3%    
$80k + 0%    2%    0%    1%    1%    

Retired
< $13,500 22%    17%    19%    17%    19%    
Median 4%    6%    8%    8%    7%    
$80k + 3%    2%    4%    5%    4%    

Keeping house
< $13,500 39%    35%    30%    22%    32%    
Median 26%    16%    11%    8%    16%    
$80k + 23%    14%    10%    10%    14%    

Other work status
< $13,500 6%    6%    10%    13%    8%    
Median 1%    1%    2%    3%    2%    
$80k + 1%    2%    1%    1%    1%    

Time Period
Income Category

Composition of Income Categories by Time

B. Racial Ancestry

A. Gender

C. Work Status



1972-1978 1980-1986 1987-1993 1994-2000 Total

Adult alone
< $13,500 37%    40%    42%    41%    40%    
Median 10%    15%    19%    25%    18%    
$80k + 3%    7%    6%    6%    6%    

Married couple without children
< $13,500 21%    13%    11%    9%    13%    
Median 21%    24%    24%    26%    24%    
$80k + 27%    32%    30%    35%    31%    

Married couple with children
< $13,500 9%    11%    10%    5%    9%    
Median 46%    38%    32%    22%    33%    
$80k + 40%    32%    38%    36%    36%    

Single parent
< $13,500 17%    15%    16%    21%    17%    
Median 2%    3%    6%    6%    5%    
$80k + 1%    1%    1%    2%    1%    

Other family type
< $13,500 16%    21%    22%    24%    21%    
Median 21%    18%    19%    21%    20%    
$80k + 29%    28%    25%    22%    25%    

South (%)
< $13,500 44%    40%    43%    39%    42%    
Median 30%    29%    29%    38%    32%    
$80k + 24%    25%    26%    32%    27%    

D. Family Type

E. Region

Composition of Income Categories by Time (continued)

Income Category
Time Period




